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EJWP hosts fiscal literacy training

N FEBRUARY THIS year, the Economic Justice for Women
IhasProject
(EJWP) convened a socio-economic justice training which
been widely held by beneficiaries as a milestone in equipping
them with knowledge to participate in the national and community
based budget processes. Specifically the training exercise focused
on fiscal literacy empowering women on how to play a part in the
national budget processes as well as adding a voice towards public
social services.

The targeted age range for the training exercise was 16 to 35 years
covering a group 25 women in Chitungwiza. Speaking on the outcomes of the training, Loice Mushangwe one of the program’s participants’ hailed the exercise for imparting relevant skills to unpack
national challenges.
“The training empowered young women to have knowledge on how
to take stock of the uses of national resources while appreciating
how dividends from these are used for.
“It went a long way to empower us to claim our dividends and push
our agenda in a world where men are increasingly becoming politically powerful in determining the usage of public resources. From
this end I now appreciate that gender equality is a must for all,”
she said. The EJWP programs officer, Lisa Simango implored that
her organization values socio-economic rights as it equips young
women with the requisite knowledge empowering them to fully participate in economic governance and public resource management.
Also, facilitating the establishment of platforms for young women to

advocate for their socio-economic rights through obtaining an effective decision-making role in economic process, fighting exclusion
from budgetary processes and securing equity in the distribution
of public resources between them and men. Moreover, ensuring
that the government value young women’s economic contributions
and their concerns as they carry out various economic activities.
The socio-economic rights training highlighted that there is a significant nexus between
government expenditure and
the provision of socio-economic rights. Insufficient revenues are
usually unable to enhance public and social service delivery that
increases the burden of care work among young women. As such,
the
training reflected that gender-responsive
budgeting
would reduce such incidences that make young women vulnerable.

“Some of the key take-away points from the workshop
include the impact of corruption on national resource
management and the need to enhance young women’s
socio-economic rights to facilitate better access of public
services”,
the programs officer said.
She added that the women can make use of stakeholder engagement for sociaal accountability and petition submission to ensure
there is deliberate effort to include young women in economic governance processes

From the Director’s desk ; EJWP turns 5 years
By Margaret Mutsamvi
How has the covid-19 pandemic affected or created
opportunities for EJWP ?
During the period, Covid-19 pandemic presented a mixed
bag for EJWP. It came with restricted movement which
limited our physical engagement with our beneficiaries and
to a larger extent affected incomes of our beneficiaries who
survive mostly from the informal economy and it was shut
for almost a year to contain the virus.
The pandemic pushed us to shift some of the limited resources
towards building awareness on covid-19 in respective communities. However, it is Covid-19 that found us establishing strong Community Action Hubs as a way of ensuring
that beneficiaries continue with transformative processes by
themselves within their communities even with remote facilitation from EJWP team.
To date we have established nine Community Action Hubs
in eight provinces we are working with and we are guaranteed that work will continue even in any environment
with restricted movement. Covid-19 revealed the differential impacts of crisis and the burden of crisis on women’s
access to basic social services and has fueled our thrust to
advocate for gender-responsive national resource governance to ensure adequate coverage of key social services
affecting our beneficiaries at all times.
What are the major projects of reckon which you worked
on between 2020 and early 2022 ?
Between 2020 and 2022 , EJWP managed to rallied with
other Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) against Amendment
Bill number 2 and mobilized young women to take an active
stance against it through awareness on the bill, letters to the
clerk of parliament and active participation during consultative processes.

ELLO READERS AND stakeholders. Welcome to the first
H
edition of the Economic Justice for Wome Project (EJWP)
monthly newsletter which we hope to be publishing going forward.

The current operational context has not been very easy and continue
to distance those at the margins of our society, particularly young
women, from key governnce processes. This has prompted us, as
EJWP, to align our strategic focus mostly towards knowledge production. The Intellectual property creation strategy is a way to establish baseline for our interventions ensuring relevance and effectiveness in our programming. To date we are proud to have investigated
the Factors Behind Young Women’s Lack of Interest in Leadership
Positions Paper in 2018.
h a t i s E JWP Miles to n es so f ar since incept ion
W
? In December of 2021, EJWP launched a research report
titled “The nexus between Illicit financial Flows and tax justice in

the extractive sector in Zimbabwe and young women” . This reportwas designed to locate young women in Zimbabwe’s extractive
sector and tax system.On the 10th of Mrch 2022, EJWP launched
a review report of the post -colonial finance and economic policies
and their cumulative impact on women. We are also harvesting
young women’s stories through documentaries key amongst them
is ‘A time to act’, focusing on young women and climate change
and ‘Living on top of wealth?’ -The story of young women living in
mining communities.
The idea is to inform programming in our other pillars of work, which
are capacity strengthening, advocacy and the strengthening of our
Community Action Hubs. Other than research and documentation, EJWP has strengthened the capacity of 2200 young women
in peri-urban communities on Transformative Feminist leadership,
5140 young woman on socio-economic rights and 944 on fiscal literacy since inception.
We are also on record engaging with the Ministry of Finance and
economic development, Ministry of Women’s Affairs, Community
Development and Entrepreneurship, The Zimbabwe gender
commission and respective parliamentary portfolio committees advocating for inclusive and gender-responsive economic governance
frameworks that ensure the provision and enjoyment of socio-economic rights amongst young women.

In 2020 we also did a project on enhancing social accountability at local level in Hopley, Chitungwiza, and Kadoma.
EJWP also submitted a petition against the 30% quota
system in local governance as we push for the full implementation of the constitution that guarantees 50% representation at all levels. In January of 2020, ELWP partnered
with Heal Zimbabwe taking conflict management and peace
building to young women.
During the period, we also launched an anti-privatisation
campaign and interrogated strategies of building agency
and voice of young women in the extractive sector and other
economic governance processes in Zimbabwe.
We are currently developing a policy brief for submission to
key stakeholders on alternative policy frameworks that adequately capture young women’s concerns and interests and
another one on enhancing young women’s literacy and participation in Climate justice discourse in Zimbabwe.
We also premiered a theatre series designed to build awareness on effects of privatisation on the provision of socio-economic rights. The series was also a call to action to women
and respective leaders in ensuring basic social service
delivery.
We are part of a growing network (Women Reform Network)
that is pushing for Electoral reforms as a basis to strengthen
women’s participation in electoral processes.
How have they overally impacted young women ?
EJWP can confirm that to date we have nine Community
Action Hubs spearheading budget-monitoring processes at
community level, requesting meetings with key stakeholders
and asking them to account. For us, this is key as we thrive
to strengthen young women’s agency and voice on issues
of economic governance.
There is also increase literacy on socio-economic governance and national resource governance with young people
taking the initiative to produce and submit petitions for inclusion at local and national level.

Zviriko/Zikhona drama series shakes entertainment
market
By EJWP

The Economic Justice for Women Project (EJWP) drama series,
Zviriko/Zikhona that premiered in February this year on the organisation’s social media platforms has taken the entertainment market
by surprise as its impact took toll. Produced as part of the project
named, ‘Building Women’s Agency and Participation on the Allocation, Use and Distribution of Public Resources towards Gender
Responsive Finance and Economic Governance’, the drama series
captures the issues affecting today’ woman.
The drama captures the life story of a young woman, Mai Mbali, who
reminds society of the hidden struggles women face in their everyday life, revealing to the nation the power of theatre in breaking down
complex issues.
It is a tale of how socio-economic issues affect our lives and is a call
for all to join in this battle and shun normalising the abnormal
The drama captures the struggles affecting Mai Mbali, a woman who
cannot bear the burdens of travelling a long distance to fetch water
and firewood. She decides to join other women to confront the Member of Parliament for their constituency in a bid to pressure him to
resolve the community’s problems.
However, Mbali’s husband is against the idea of a woman taking
such an initiative and tries to stop his wife claiming that such actions
have since cost him his job and accommodation after being kicked
out by the councilor for failing to rein into his errant wife.
Whether Mbali’s bid and other community women’s fight for equality
in the community gets to a point where solutions are proffered becomes a success is in fact everyone’s guess and only those with the
patience to pursue the drama to the end can finally reveal.
As opposed to traditional society, the drama shows that modern-day
wrestles are now centered on the economy, how national resources
are collected, distributed and administered and how that relates to

ordinary suffering citizens, particularly women.
EJWP executive director, Margret Mutsamvi, said strategic partnerships were pursued to make the drama series a success.
“We partnered with Savana Trust, an arts organisation, and it
engaged with some famous actors of our time who include Dalma Chiwerema (lead actress) and Teddy Mangawa. Other actors
include Ronald Sigeca, Cadrick Msongelwa and Kuziwa Mapfinya.”
“Traditionally, we prefer community theatres which involve
members of the community, but now they are not feasible due to
COVID-19 pandemic,” she said

Zviriko / Zihkona Facebook
Links
Episode 1
Episode 2
Episode 3
Episode 4
Episode 5

Young women urged to participate in electoral
processes
By Staff Writer
THE Economic Justice for Women Project (EJWP) has urged young
women to play their part in the forthcoming by-elections slated for March
26 2022.
EJWP executive director, Margaret Mutsamvi said her organization does
not view elections as an event but a process prompting the mainstreaming of elections and other democratic process within the NGO’s.
“We continuously mobilise and encourage our beneficiaries to register
to vote and vote as a way of exercising their democratic right but also as
a way of making choices that affect them in the medium and long term.
“We are continuously reminding them that we are where we are because
of the choices we made or we refused to make,” she said.
The EJWP leader said apart from mobilization, voter education is being
undertaken coupled with provision of transport to young women interacting with the organisation’s work to enable them to register to vote.
“On the supply side, we are collectively lobbying for electoral reforms as
an enabler for increased participation and security for female candidates
and voters.
“Reforms are central to the democratic discourse are will ensure ease of
acquiring registration documents, eased of registering to vote and voting,
security and safety, pre, during and post elections,” she said.
The remarks come at a time when the Zimbabwe Human Rights Association (ZimRights) has implored the government to implement policies
that will enhance the participation of women and youths in the electoral
process amid concerns that youths and women turnout has been poor
during the voter registration exercise.

In a recent statement on “human rights priorities in the face of shrinking
civic and democratic space in Zimbabwe” the association noted that the
limited participation could be linked to lack of documentation, an issue
the government must look into.
ZimRights urged the government to facilitate access to identity documents to enable people to register as voters and to vote.
The rights group decried the fact that the constitutional women’s quota
for parliamentary seats which should positively impact on women has
failed to raise women’s voices in policy and governance.
“This is a glaring lack of representation of women in leadership roles. In
addition, another group that has shown a lack of participation in democratic processes is the youth who are either sidelined or alienated from
electoral processes, weakening the groundworks of citizenship and democracy,” said Zimrights.
The association noted that despite the existence of progressive policies
and laws, which present opportunities for youth to contribute towards
democratic processes, there is limited participation of young people in
national and local decision-making processes.
“We propose that the government facilitates access to identity documents
to enable people to register as voters and to vote. There is a need to implement recommendations from national and international independent
observer missions to the 2018 harmonised elections,” said ZimRights.

EJWP slams bad economic policies driving the
young astray
By Staff Writer
ECONOMIC Justice for Women Project (EJWP) has challenged
the government of Zimbabwe towards inclusive and gender-responsive economic and finance policies as a way to address drug
abuse. In EJWP statement released on National youth day whose
theme was ‘Alleviate substance and drug abuse b the youth’.The
unyielding finance and economic policies have left impoverished
desperate youths with no choice except substance and drugabuse.
In a statement, EJWP executive director, Margaret Mutsamvi said
despite the fact that youth constitute 67,7% of its 13 million total
populations with the majority being young women. The contemporary status of young women in Zimbabwe reflects the interrelated increased socio-economic inequality gap.
“The minimal focus on corruption and partisan abuse of power in
public resources distribution and use has impacted the provision
of adequate social service delivery, which reflects the socio-economic inequality gap.

“Consequently, we are reminded of the dire
impact of Covid19 on young women’s vain
efforts towards economic independence.
“This has led to a rise in unemployment levels and rapid of violence abuse and returns fail to cater for young people basic
needs, resulting in higher levels of stress desperation and anxiety,” she said.
Mutsamvi stressed that these developments have resulted in increased levels of alcohol, drug and substance abuse as coping
mechanisms.
Official records claim that drug abuse prevalence stands are at
57% among young people in Zimbabwe.

“We therefore call upon government to respond to advocacy efforts by the women’s movement and enhance socio-economic
security for young women.
“There is also need to amplify and implement calls for social and
economic support from young people in Zimbabwe, particularly vulnerable groups. The youth and women’s ministries should
push to strengthen young women participation in all development
processes to ensure they are inclusive, democratic and counter
issues on the ground,” she said.
Mutsamvi added that there is need to strengthen psycho-social
support by establishing friendly institutions environments and
support networks at community level.

FEATURED: The Nexus between Illicit Financial
Flows In The Extractives Sector In Zimbabwe and
Young Women Report
By Staff Writer
IN 2021, the Economic Justice for Women Project undertook a
study titled ‘The nexus between young women and Illicit Financial Flows and tax justice in the extractives Sector in Zimbabwe’
which established key issues.The paper established that there
was “secrecy, opacity and extensive discretion” by political actors due to high-level corruption in the mining sector, and in the
process, such a context pushed young women to the fringes of
being left behind.
“Mining contracts remain secretive in Zimbabwe and there has
been no implementation of progressive transparency provisions
in the Constitution like section 315(2),” the paper reads in part.
“Communities or the oversight bodies like Parliament have no
way of shaping mining contract negotiations except through local
processes.”
The EJWP further revealed age and gender discrimination resulted in young women failing to participate in local consultation
processes.
“From the perspective of the local community, the most useful
information about employment, the contribution of a mining company to local development, and royalty payments are likely to be
obtained through the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
process.
“This process is applicable to all mining projects under the Environmental Management Act,” the paper observed.
The report also raised concerns of rampant illicit financial flows
(IFFs) in the extractive sector, and the limited access by young
women to diminishing economic empowerment grants trapping
them in a cycle of dependency.
“The impact of IFFs and tax injustice in the extractive sector on
young women are hinged on four pillars, namely rights, voice,
place, and power. Patriarchy and ageism when combined place
young women in the shadows where they are powerless,” said
the report.
The main implications uncovered impacts on women like the
domino effect of IFFs in that they reduce revenues available to
fund gender equality initiatives and gender responsive services.
Primary sources of data were relied on to unravel the impacts
of IFFs on young women in Zimbabwe and to build upon the
EJWP’s findings and ongoing work
“Young women have largely suffered the disproportionate impacts of extractivism with limited benefits. Young women are the
primary food producers in their households and they are responsible for the household care economy,” the report further stated.

the brunt. Gender Based Violence experts have long established
the link between food scarcity and increased domestic violence
incidents.
“The young women interviewed linked their economic dependency to increasing cases of domestic violence. Loss of land
and displacement to pave way for mining operations lead to loss
of livelihoods and increase work burdens for women in providing
for their families,” it said.
“It is difficult for young women to get formal employment in
mining. Whilst patriarchal stereotypes denote that mine are no
place for women, ageism usually results in young women being
“They rely on natural resources and the environment to put food viewed as inexperienced workers condemning them to informal
on the table and to get revenues for household use. Due to lack work with the poorest social and economic status long mining
of policy clarity, there is usually conflict between mining and ag- value chains.”
riculture.”
“The young women who are traditionally responsible for meeting
“Young women lose their livelihoods when mining starts since the subsistence needs of families and are no longer able to do so
the Mines and Minerals Act seemingly supersedes all other Acts due to loss of land, they can be forced to become economically
that underpin community development when minerals are dis- dependent on men and the income derived from men’s formal
covered.”
employment.”
The Report added, “This so despite the fact that the Environmental Management Act (Chapter 20.27, Rural District Act (Chapter The study has linked IFFs to Gender Based Violence against
29:13) and Water Act (Chapter 20.24) indicate priority should be young women in mining communities. The CEDAW Committee
given to environmentally sustainable land use initiatives.”
acknowledged that “Gender based
“The Mines and Minerals Amendment Bill should address this violence is a form of discrimination that seriously inhibits womissue through aligning the mining law Constitution with respect to en’s ability to enjoy rights and freedoms on a basis of equality
environmental rights, 73(b) (iii) and section 13(4) which provides with men”.
for the right to sustainable development out of use of natural
resources.”
The African Women’s Development and Communication NetIt went on to say that when IFFs diminish resources available for work (FEMNET) in partnership with Trust Africa in 2016 orgacorporations to support community development initiatives, the nized a strategic meeting to initiate discussions on quantifying
corporations in fact end up not addressing some of the impacts IFFs impact and implications across Africa, and to propose politof mining in the communities and young women are left to bear ical solutions to the issue.

